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Localized Validation Accelerates Distributed Transactions

on Disaggregated Persistent Memory
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Persistent memory (PM) disaggregation significantly improves the resource utilization and failure isolation

to build a scalable and cost-effective remote memory pool in modern data centers. However, due to offering

limited computing power and overlooking the bandwidth and persistence properties of real PMs, existing

distributed transaction schemes, which are designed for legacy DRAM-based monolithic servers, fail to

efficiently work on the disaggregated PM. In this article, we propose FORD, a Fast One-sided RDMA-based

Distributed transaction system for the new disaggregated PM architecture. FORD thoroughly leverages

one-sided remote direct memory access to handle transactions for bypassing the remote CPU in the PM

pool. To reduce the round trips, FORD batches the read and lock operations into one request to eliminate

extra locking and validations for the read-write data. To accelerate the transaction commit, FORD updates

all remote replicas in a single round trip with parallel undo logging and data visibility control. Moreover,

considering the limited PM bandwidth, FORD enables the backup replicas to be read to alleviate the load on

the primary replicas, thus improving the throughput. To efficiently guarantee the remote data persistency

in the PM pool, FORD selectively flushes data to the backup replicas to mitigate the network overheads.

Nevertheless, the original FORD wastes some validation round trips if the read-only data are not modified

by other transactions. Hence, we further propose a localized validation scheme to transfer the validation

operations for the read-only data from remote to local as much as possible to reduce the round trips.

Experimental results demonstrate that FORD significantly improves the transaction throughput by up to 3×
and decreases the latency by up to 87.4% compared with state-of-the-art systems.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Memory disaggregation decouples the compute and memory resources from the traditional mono-
lithic servers into independent compute and memory pools, and has received extensive interests
from both industry [18, 22, 62] and academia [1, 32, 68, 78, 94, 96]. With efficient resource pooling
in datacenters, the resource utilization, elasticity, failure isolation, and heterogeneity are largely
improved [66]. Specifically, the compute pool runs programs with a small DRAM buffer, which is
leveraged to store metadata and intermediate results. Moreover, the memory pool stores applica-
tion data with weak compute units, which are used only for memory allocations and interconnec-
tions [96]. High-speed networks (e.g., Remote Direct Memory Access (RDMA)) are adopted to
connect the compute and memory pools [78]. Recently, Persistent Memory (PM) has become
available on the market [20], which exhibits non-volatility and low latency with high density and
low costs [89]. Therefore, the efficient use of PM becomes important to build a persistent, large,
and cost-effective disaggregated PM pool [75].

To ensure that the data are atomically and consistently accessed in the PM pool, the compute
pool needs Distributed Transactions (dtxns) to access remote data. However, existing RDMA-
based dtxn systems are designed for traditional monolithic servers, in which each server hosts the
CPU and DRAM resources. These systems fail to work on the disaggregated PM, since the PM pool
does not contain CPUs to frequently handle extensive computation tasks during dtxn processing,
such as concurrency control in HTM [14, 82], data retrieving [81], locking [31, 46, 65], and busy
polling [30]. Moreover, legacy systems do not consider the bandwidth and persistence properties
of real PM, leading to low throughputs and inconsistent remote writes. To run dtxns on the disag-
gregated PM, an intuitive solution is to leverage one-sided RDMA to bypass the CPU in the PM
pool. However, we observe that using one-sided RDMA in existing dtxn systems incurs substantial
round trips and access contentions, which significantly decrease the performance. It is non-trivial
to design a high-performance dtxn system for disaggregated PM due to the challenges as follows.

(1) Long-Latency Processing. Legacy systems adopt Optimistic Concurrency Control (OCC)
[49] to serialize dtxns, and the Primary-Backup Replication (PBR) for high availability. OCC is
efficient for Read-Only (RO) dtxns due to no locks on RO data. However, for the read-write dtxns,
the data in the read-write set consume three round trips to be read, locked, and validated before
writing remote replicas, thus heavily increasing the latency. Furthermore, to ensure that the dtxn
can roll forward once the primary fails, prior designs consume two round trips to write remote
replicas—that is, writing redo logs to backups and then updating primaries, which however delays
the dtxn commit.

(2) Limited PM Bandwidth on the Primary. When using the PBR, legacy systems only allow the
primary to be read, since the newest data in backups are still stored in redo logs after the dtxn com-
mits. Hence, all the RDMA read/write requests are issued to the primary to be handled. However,
the PM DIMM suffers from lower write bandwidth (e.g., 12.9 GB/s of six interleaved 256-GB PM
DIMMs [89]) than recent RDMA-capable NICs (RNICs) (e.g., 25GB/s for a dual-port ConnectX-5
RNIC [24]). The substantial RDMA reads saturate PM bandwidth and further block write requests.
As a result, the primary’s PM becomes a performance bottleneck, which decreases the throughput.

(3) Lack of Remote Persistency Guarantee. Existing DRAM-based systems overlook the persis-
tence property of PM. When issuing RDMA writes to the PM pool, the data are cached in RNIC
but not immediately persisted to PM. Hence, the remote persistency [29, 35] is not guaranteed,
which possibly causes the remote data to be lost or partially updated once a crash occurs in the
PM pool, leading to data inconsistency. Therefore, it is important to ensure the remote persistency
in dtxn processing with low network overheads.

Existing studies do not efficiently address these challenges on disaggregated PM. FaSST [46]
uses the Remote Procedure Call (RPC) to reduce round trips, but RPC requires the CPU in the
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PM pool to frequently query, lock, and update data. DrTM+H [81] employs hybrid RDMA verbs
to improve performance, but the two-sided RDMA fails to work in the PM pool due to consuming
the remote CPU. NAM-DB [91] decouples the compute and storage servers to run dtxns. It adopts
snapshot isolation and operation logs without checkpointing to disks. The data are not replicated,
thus hurting the availability. After commit, the inputs, descriptions, and timestamps of dtxns are
recorded in the operation logs. Once the operation logs fill up the memory, the system cannot
serve write requests. Moreover, NAM-DB works on DRAM and disks, which is not designed
for PM.

To tackle the preceding challenges, we propose FORD, a Fast One-sided RDMA-based
Distributed transaction system. Unlike prior systems, FORD fully leverages one-sided RDMA to
process dtxns for the new disaggregated PM architecture with efficient round trip reductions and
PM-conscious designs. Specifically, this article makes the following contributions:

• Hitchhiked locking and coalescent commit to reduce latency. FORD efficiently attaches the
locks with read requests in a hitchhiker manner, to read remote data that belong to the read-

write set in a single round trip during the dtxn execution phase. Hence, it is unnecessary to
consume extra round trips for locking and validating the read-write set after the execution
phase (Section 4.2). Furthermore, FORD leverages a coalescent commit scheme to in-place

update all the primaries and backups in a single round trip to accelerate commit. To ensure
that the dtxn can roll back once the replica crashes, FORD writes undo logs in parallel with
the dtxn execution. To prevent the updated data from being partially read, FORD temporarily
marks the data to be invisible in the commit round trip. After commit, the data are made vis-
ible in the background, which consumes at most 0.5 Round Trip Time (RTT) (Section 4.3).
• Backup-enabled read to release the PM bandwidth on the primary replicas. FORD allows the

backups to serve the read requests, thus freeing up the PM bandwidth in the primary to
serve other requests. Since the backups are in-place updated by using our coalescent com-
mit scheme, the compute pool can easily read the newest data from the backups after the
dtxn commits. By balancing the load on the primaries and backups, FORD eliminates the
performance bottleneck on the primary to improve the throughput (Section 4.4).
• Selective remote flush to guarantee remote persistency with low overheads. FORD leverages

one-sided RDMA flush schemes to persist the written data from a remote RNIC cache to PM
for remote persistency. However, flushing each RDMA WRITE to each remote replica incurs
substantial round trips. To avoid this, FORD selectively issues the flushes only after the final
write and to the backups. Since the ( f +1)-way PBR tolerates at most f replica failures, once
the updates are persistently stored in the f backups, the remote persistency is guaranteed.
Hence, FORD significantly reduces the remote flush operations (Section 4.5).
• Localized validation to mitigate RDMA round trips. FORD utilizes the DRAM caches in the

compute pool to maintain the versions of hotspot remote objects. In this way, coordinators
validate the RO set in a local manner. By transferring the validation from the remote PM
to local DRAM, FORD efficiently reduces the RDMA round trips to improve the transaction
performance (Section 4.7).
• Real implementation and extensive experiments. We implement FORD1 using C++ (about

18.6k lines of codes) and compare it with two state-of-the-art RDMA-based dtxn systems:
FaRM [31] and DrTM+H [81]. The experimental results demonstrate that FORD significantly
improves the transaction throughput by up to 3× and reduces the latency up to 87.4% under
three Online Transaction Processing (OLTP) benchmarks.

1Open source code: https://github.com/minghust/ford.
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Fig. 1. The comparisons between monolithic architecture, which contains many monolithic servers (a), and
disaggregated architecture, which decouples the compute and memory resources into independent and dis-
tributed resource pools connected by RDMA (b).

2 BACKGROUND

2.1 Remote Direct Memory Access

RDMA delivers high bandwidth and low latency [30, 45]. RDMA provides two types of verbs for
accessing remote data. The first type is one-sided verbs, including READ, WRITE, CAS (compare-
and-swap), and FAA (fetch-and-add), which bypass the remote CPU to directly access the memory.
RDMA is well known for its one-sided verbs that do not involve the remote CPU and kernel [81].
The second type is two-sided verbs, including SEND and RECV, which require the remote CPU to
process messages but bypass the traditional network stack [30, 46]. Given these high-performance
verbs, RDMA has been widely applied in modern datacenters [31, 65, 67, 76, 81].

To use the two types of verbs, a client uses Queue Pairs (QPs) to communicate with a server
via the RNIC. A QP contains a Send Queue (SQ) and a Receive Queue (RQ):

(1) When using one-sided verbs, the client posts a request to the SQ, and polls the completion
event of the request from a completion queue, which is bound with the QP. The server is
not aware of the request since one-sided RDMA does not require the involvement of the
server-side CPU.

(2) When using two-sided RDMA, the client posts a request to the SQ, and the server uses
the CPU to poll the request from the RQ. According to the request types, the server-side
CPU runs the pre-defined RPC functions to process the requests, and posts corresponding
responses to the SQ. These responses are sent back to the client’s RQ.

To transfer data through QPs, three transport modes are available to programmers: Reliable
Connection (RC), unreliable connection (UC), and unreliable datagram (UD). Among them, only
RC supports all one-sided verbs [72], since RC guarantees that the packets are reliably delivered
in order without any loss. We hence use RC for one-sided RDMA in this article.

2.2 Disaggregated PM

Traditional datacenters are built on the monolithic architecture, which contains a set of monolithic
servers, as shown in Figure 1(a). Each server hosts a small amount of compute units and memory
modules. However, such an architecture suffers from low resource utilization, poor elasticity, and
coarse failure domain [78].
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To address the preceding drawbacks, modern datacenters leverage memory disaggregation

to decouple the compute and memory resources from monolithic servers to independent and
RDMA-connected resource pools, as shown in Figure 1(b). The compute pool contains substan-
tial compute units (e.g., CPU cores) to execute computation tasks with small DRAM caches. The
memory pool consists of many memory units (e.g., DRAM DIMMs) to store the application data,
and contain a small number of weak compute units only for memory allocations and network in-
terconnections [78, 96]. The compute units in the memory pool are too weak to be involved when
executing computation tasks. Hence, the compute pool generally leverages one-sided RDMA to
access data in the memory pool to bypass the remote CPUs. Since each compute and memory pool
is flexibly deployed and scaled, the disaggregated memory architecture becomes the important
and new trend in modern datacenters due to significantly improving the resource utilization and
elasticity, and narrowing the failure domain [94, 96], as analyzed in the following:

• Improving the resource utilization. As reported by Google [74], the servers in datacenters
have only about 60% memory utilization on average. For example, if needing more compute
power, we have to add more servers in which the memory modules are wasted. To address
this issue, memory disaggregation decouples the memory resources from the monolithic
servers to build a large memory pool, which enables the applications to use the memory
capacity from the memory pool in an on-demand manner to avoid wastes, thus improving
the resource utilization.
• Improving the elasticity. A monolithic server hosts a fixed number of CPUs and memory

modules, which makes it hard to dynamically meet the compute and memory requirements
of different types of applications (e.g., memory- or compute-intensive workloads), leading
to poor elasticity when offering cloud services to multiple tenants. To address this issue,
the disaggregated memory architecture separates the compute and memory into scalable
resource pools. Therefore, the datacenter is able to dynamically provide proper amounts of
CPUs and memory modules to satisfy the requirements for different types of applications,
thus improving the elasticity.
• Narrowing the failure domain. In a monolithic server, if the CPU is broken, the whole server

is unusable, which enlarges the failure domain. To address this issue, the disaggregated mem-
ory architecture manages the CPU and memory in independent pools. Therefore, the dam-
aged CPUs in the compute pool do not affect the normal uses of the decoupled memory
modules in the memory pool. In this way, the failure domain is significantly reduced to im-
prove the hardware availability.

Nevertheless, the memory pool does not guarantee data persistence when using DRAM as the
memory unit. Plugging UPS [31, 82] adds “non-volatility” on DRAM, which however increases the
costs and energy consumptions. If a power failure occurs, the data in DRAM are flushed to disks
using UPS, which incurs I/O overheads. Moreover, it is difficult to increase the capacity of one
DRAM DIMM due to its limited scalability [73], causing high costs to build a large memory pool.

PM addresses the preceding issues by providing persistence, high density (e.g., 512
GB/DIMM [21]), and low costs (e.g., 39.2% $/GB of DRAM [4]), while exhibiting DRAM-like la-
tency [89]. As memory disaggregation meets the needs of datacenters, disaggregating PM also
enjoys the same benefits [75]. Hence, we leverage PM as memory units to build the disaggregated
PM, which forms a persistent and cost-effective memory pool.

2.3 RDMA-Based Dtxns

Due to the benefits of bypassing the remote CPU and traditional TCP/IP stack, recent studies lever-
age RDMA to run dtxns [31, 46, 65, 81, 82, 94]. Specifically, a coordinator is leveraged to read re-
mote data, run dtxn logic, and commit the updated data back to remote machines. The concurrency
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Fig. 2. Using OCC and PBR to process dtxns.

control schemes, such as 2PL (two-phase locking) [6] and OCC [49], are used to serialize dtxns. 2PL
acquires locks for all data before execution and releases all locks after commit. OCC does not lock
data during execution but acquires (or releases) locks for all the written data before (or after) com-
mit. Many systems adopt OCC due to not locking the RO data, which benefits RO dtxns. Moreover,
the PBR [50] is incorporated in dtxn processing for high availability [31, 81, 93]. The ( f + 1)-way
PBR contains one primary and f backups for each data shard, and tolerates at most f replica fail-
ures. We assume that the fail-stop failures [40] can occur in arbitrary replicas at any time. The
failed replica can be quickly detected and recovered by using RDMA [31]. Like FaRM [30, 31, 65],
DrTM [14, 81, 82], and FaSST [46], we currently do not consider the Byzantine failures [41].

Our paper focuses on the efficient use of OCC and PBR. Figure 2 presents how existing RDMA
systems [31, 81] process dtxns over OCC and PBR. Without loss of generality, we use a two-way
replication as an example. In general, there are five phases. The first phase is execution. A coordi-
nator reads the required data (i.e., read set = {A, B, C}) from primaries and locally executes a dtxn.
The updated data (i.e., write set = {A, B}) are buffered in a local cache. The second phase is locking.
After execution, the coordinator locks the write set in primaries to serialize dtxns. If the locking
fails, the coordinator aborts the dtxn. The third phase is validation. If the locking succeeds, the
coordinator reads the data versions from primaries to validate that the versions of read and write
sets are unchanged. If the validation fails, the coordinator aborts the dtxn. The fourth phase is com-
mit backup. If the validation succeeds, the coordinator sends the redo logs to remote backups. The
fifth phase is commit primary. After receiving all the Acknowledgments (ACKs) from backups,
the coordinator updates and unlocks primaries to commit the dtxn.

3 DTXNS ON DISAGGREGATED PM

3.1 System Model

In the disaggregated PM architecture, PM is used as remote memory with persistence to durably
store the application data, which is replicated into one primary and f backup replicas. In this
configuration, the (f +1)-way replication tolerates at most f replica failures (e.g., hardware faults)
to provide availability, and the persistence of PM supports to restore the application data from
a power outage or system crash in any replica. The PM pool contains a small number of weak
compute units only for memory allocations and RDMA connections during the initialization [78,
96]. Afterward, these compute units are not used during the execution since they are too weak to
frequently and efficiently handle substantial tasks. The compute pool uses RDMA to access the
data stored in remote PMs at the byte granularity (no page swap), while there is no PM in the
compute pool. To ensure the atomicity and strong consistency for data accesses, the compute pool
uses coordinators to run transactions that read/write data across remote PMs. All transactions
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are hence distributed, and the replication is accessed by multiple coordinators, which use RDMA
to commit each dtxn. Although two-sided RDMA-based RPC reduces the network round trips by
consuming remote CPUs to handle multiple operations in one round trip [46], the PM pool does not
contain CPUs to process requests during execution, resulting in RPC-based schemes not efficiently
working. Hence, the coordinators need to use one-sided RDMA to bypass remote CPUs.

3.2 Deficiencies of Existing Systems

Legacy RDMA-based dtxn systems become inefficient on disaggregated PM since they are not
designed for memory disaggregation and real PM. Directly using one-sided RDMA will incur ex-
tensive round trips that decrease the performance. The reasons are presented next.

First, as shown in Figure 2, due to not using locks in the execution phase, the intersected data
between read and write sets (i.e., read-write set = {A, B}) are operated in the execution, locking, and
validation phases, which consume three RTTs before updating the replicas. In general, the read-
write set is equal to the write set, since the data need to be read before being written back [46]
to confirm the existence of the old data or empty slots in the remote memory pool. This can be
interpreted as all three write scenarios. The first is update, in which the coordinator reads the
old data from remote replicas and writes the new data back.The second is insert, in which the
coordinator reads the remote slots to select an empty one, then writes the newly inserted data
back to the remote empty slot. The third is delete, in which the coordinator reads the old data from
remote replicas, marks them to be invalid, and finally writes the invalid data back. In consequence,
the write set is always a subset of the read set in the context of dtxn processing on the disaggregated
memory. As a result, the round trips for reading, locking, and validating the read-write data widely
exist, causing extra latency. Moreover, if the locking (or validation) fails, the dtxn aborts, which
wastes the execution (or execution+locking) phases. As a result, the coordinator consumes useless
round trips before processing the next dtxn, thus decreasing the throughput. DrTM+H [81] merges
the locking and validation phases but still consumes an RTT to validate the read-write set.

Second, Figure 2 shows that existing systems [31, 46, 65, 81] consume two RTTs to first write
backups (i.e., redo logs) and then write primaries (i.e., in-place updates) for high availability. By
doing so, the dtxn is ensured to commit after receiving all ACKs from backups, since even if the
primary fails, the new data can be recovered from redo logs in the backup. In the monolithic ar-
chitecture, the coordinator can colocate with a primary or backup in the same server. Hence, the
coordinator commits the new data to the local storage, which saves an RTT. However, in the dis-
aggregated architecture, the compute pool does not store any replica. As a result, the coordinator
inevitably spends two RTTs to commit each read-write dtxn, which incurs high latency.

Moreover, prior systems work on the DRAM+SSD environment. FaRM [31] and DrTM [82] re-
gard the battery-backed DRAM as PM, but the bandwidth and persistence properties of real PM
are different from DRAM, causing inefficiency on the disaggregated PM, for two reasons.

First, prior systems [14, 31, 65, 81] do not allow backups to serve read requests, since in backups
the redo logs are asynchronously migrated to the in-place locations after updating the primary.
Hence, only the primary can serve the latest data after commit [65]. As a result, all requests from
coordinators are sent to the primary, causing a high load on the primary’s PM. However, PM shows
lower write bandwidth than the new generations of RNICs, as mentioned before. We use 128-GB
Optane PM DIMMs and ConnectX-5 RNIC with 100-Gbps InfiniBand to evaluate the throughput
of RDMA writes when mixing different frequencies of RDMA reads. As shown in Figure 3, when
using 32 threads to concurrently issue read requests, the write throughput decreases by up to
87.5%. Hence, only using the primary to serve all requests makes the PM bandwidth become a
performance bottleneck.
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Fig. 3. The throughput of RDMA writes to the remote PM when mixing different frequencies of RDMA reads
in RDMA writes. For example, 0.5 means that five reads are mixed with every 10 writes.

Second, there is a lack of remote persistency guarantee. Current RDMA verbs have no persis-
tency semantic [29]. For RDMA writes, the data are first buffered in a volatile cache in the remote
RNIC, which ACKs the writes once validated [80]. Hence, even if the client receives all ACKs, some
data may not be persisted to the remote PM in case of a crash. This misleads the client into con-
sidering that the data are durably stored in the remote PM. Hence, it is important to guarantee the
remote persistency for RDMA writes, which is however not considered in prior dtxn systems that
use DRAM.

In summary, state-of-the-art dtxn systems become inefficient on the disaggregated PM due to
causing substantial round trips and overlooking the PM properties. This motivates our article to
propose FORD, an efficient one-sided RDMA-based dtxn processing system for the new disaggre-
gated PM architecture.

4 THE FORD DESIGN

4.1 Overview

Figure 4 shows the system overview of FORD. The compute pool runs coordinators that process
dtxns and access application data in the PM pool. The compute and PM pools communicate using
Connection Managers (CMs), which maintain the RDMA QP connections.

FORD’s workflow contains two stages. The first stage is the Init stage. ❶ The clients use the
weak compute units in the PM pool (by RPCs) to allocate and register memory for subsequent
RDMA operations [78, 96], then load Database (DB) tables. The DB tables are organized by indexes
(Section 5.1). ❷ The compute and PM pools build RDMA connections using CMs. To calculate the
remote addresses for one-sided RDMA in the compute pool, the CM in the PM pool sends the
metadata of all the indexes to the compute pool. These metadata only consume several megabytes
and are buffered in the compute pool (Section 5.1). Moreover, the PM pool notifies the compute
pool about the location and role (i.e., primary or backup) of each DB table so that the coordinators
can correctly access remote data during processing. The second stage is the Run stage. ❸ The clients
issue substantial dtxns to the compute pool, which spawns threads as coordinators to leverage our
runtime library for fast dtxn processing. This library contains our novel designs in Sections 4.2
through 4.7 and exposes easy-to-use interfaces (Section 5.2). ❹ Each coordinator uses one-sided
RDMA to process dtxns, which are serialized by locking and version validations. Hence, there is
no consistency requirement among compute units. ❺ After processing, the coordinators report
“Tx_commited” or “Tx_aborted” to clients.

It is worth noting that the Init stage performs once before the Run stage, and the weak compute
units in the PM pool are not involved in the Run stage.
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Fig. 4. The system overview of FORD.

4.2 Hitchhiked Locking

As analyzed in Section 3.2 and shown in Figure 5(a), prior works consume three RTTs to separately
read, lock, and validate data to process a general read-write dtxn shown in Figure 4.

To reduce the heavy round trips, FORD proposes a hitchhiked locking scheme to lock the data
that belong to the read-write set when reading them in the execution phase. The read and write
sets are known according to the transaction logic. FORD sends the lock request together with the
read request in a hitchhiker manner. In this way, the read-write data do not need to be locked and
validated after execution, since other transactions cannot modify the locked data. Therefore, the
total round trips of processing a dtxn are efficiently reduced.

Due to not involving the CPUs in the PM pool, it is hard to lock and read data using one-sided
RDMA in one round trip. To address this issue, FORD adopts the doorbell mechanism [45]
to batch the RDMA CAS followed by an RDMA READ in one request, which is delivered and
ACKed in one round trip, instead of being separately issued in two round trips, as depicted
in Figure 5(b). The RDMA CAS first tries to lock the remote data, and the RDMA READ further
fetches the data. By using the RC transport mode for RDMA QPs, the two RDMA operations are
reliably delivered to the remote RNIC in order [72]. The batched operations are then executed by
RNIC as the delivering order to ensure the correctness. After receiving the ACK of the batched
request, the coordinator checks whether the locking is successful by comparing the return
value of RDMA CAS with the previously sent lock value (i.e., only equality means a successful
locking). If the locking fails, the coordinator aborts the dtxn and unlocks the previously locked
data to avoid deadlocks. Figure 5(c) shows our hitchhiked locking scheme, which locks and
reads the read-write data (e.g., {A, B}) using one-sided RDMA in one RTT, thus reducing the
latency.

Our hitchhiked locking is different from 2PL, which locks all the data before execution. FORD
still maintains the optimistic feature of OCC to avoid contentions for the data that are only read.
Specifically, the RO data (e.g., data C in Figure 5(c)) are not locked in the execution phase, and the
locked read-write data can still be read by other coordinators (but cannot be locked). Moreover, if a
read-write dtxn contains any RO data, there is a validation phase to guarantee that the versions of
these RO data are not changed. The validation is generally performed by reading the data versions
from the remote replicas and checking whether the versions are modified. In Section 4.7, we present
that FORD further accelerates this procedure by storing the data versions in the compute pool. In
this way, the validation is completed by reading a local version cache, which efficiently mitigates
the network round trips.
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Fig. 5. (a) Legacy schemes serially read, lock, and validate the read-write set. (b) Adopting doorbell batching
reduces the number of RDMA round trips. (c) Our hitchhiked locking eliminates extra RDMA round trips for
locking and validating the read-write set.

Enabling hitchhiked locking requires remote data addresses for one-sided RDMA. FORD lever-
ages a hash indexing scheme for the coordinator to compute the remote address of a bucket and
read it (Section 5.1). Due to hash collisions, it is hard to accurately lock the slot in a remote bucket at
the first read. However, directly locking the entire bucket prevents other coordinators from lock-
ing different slots in the same bucket, causing unnecessary contentions. Hence, the hitchhiked
locking is disabled when the data are read at the first time. After reading, the coordinator obtains
the remote data addresses and buffers them in its local address cache. Each time the previous data
are read again, the local address cache provides the addresses to enable hitchhiked locking. If some
remote data addresses in the PM pool are changed by a coordinator (e.g., some data are deleted
and then inserted to different slots), another coordinator can easily discover that its buffered ad-
dresses become stale, since the key of the fetched data mismatches the queried key. In this case,
the coordinator re-reads the bucket to obtain the correct data and updates its buffered addresses.

Our hitchhiked locking is different from (1) FaRM [30, 31, 65] and DrTM+H [81], which con-
sume a dedicated RTT to lock data; (2) DrTM+R [14], which exclusively locks all the data in the
read and write sets; and (3) FaSST [46], which uses RPC to lock data, which fails to work on the
disaggregated memory. Unlike FaSST, FORD leverages one-sided RDMA to read and lock data in
one round trip. Hitchhiked locking does not lengthen the lock duration due to eliminating the
locking and validation phases for the read-write data. In the preceding systems that support OCC
and PBR, we summarize the lock duration as follows:

• FaRM [30, 31, 65]: Four phases = lock + validate + commit backup + commit primary&unlock.
• FaSST [46]: Five phases = lock + validate + log + commit backup + commit primary&unlock.
• DrTM+R [14]: Four phases = lock + validate + update + unlock.
• DrTM+H [81]: Three phases = lock&validate + commit backup + commit primary&unlock.
• Our FORD: Case (1): Three phases without RO data = read&lock read-write set + commit all

replicas (Section 4.3) + background unlock (Section 4.3); Case (2): Four phases with RO data =
read&lock read-write set + validate RO set + commit all replicas + background unlock.

Although our lock duration experiences four phases with RO data, the coordinator can immedi-
ately detect lock conflicts in the execution phase and run the next dtxn as early as possible. Hence,
FORD avoids the aforementioned wastes of the execution (or execution+locking) phases due to the
lock (or validation) failures in prior systems [14, 31, 81]. This trade-off is beneficial for improving
the transaction throughput.

4.3 Coalescent Commit

As analyzed in Section 3.2 and shown in Figure 6(a), existing dtxn systems spend two RTTs to
separately write redo logs to the backup and then update the primary to finish commit. Hence,
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Fig. 6. The comparisons between separate commit (a) and coalescent commit (b).

if the primary crashes, the dtxn can roll forward by using the redo logs in backups. However,
such separate commit design incurs high network overheads on the disaggregated PM, since each
read-write dtxn needs two RTTs to replicate the updated data.

To reduce latency, FORD proposes a coalescent commit scheme to update the primaries and
backups together in only one RTT. The coordinator commits the dtxn if the ACKs from all replicas
are received. Otherwise, the dtxn aborts and rolls back. In fact, there is a trade-off between the
replica commit latency and recovery state—that is, two RTTs + roll forward vs. one RTT + roll
back. In practice, the commit latency is more important for the disaggregated PM, since we need
to decrease the number of round trips to accelerate dtxn processing in the common case, in which
no ACK is lost. Hence, we choose to commit all replicas together to improve the performance and
support to roll back dtxns in case of failures.

In the disaggregated PM architecture, we need to consider how to update replicas when using
coalescent commit. For primaries, it is efficient to in-place update data, since the coordinators
can directly read and lock the remote data without address redirections. But for backups, it is
inefficient to send redo logs like FaRM [31, 65] and DrTM+H [81]. Because the CPUs in the PM
pool are not involved in processing dtxns, the new data in redo logs will not be installed after
commit. As a result, the backup cannot work after the memory is filled up by logs. Hence, we
choose to in-place update the backup. In general, it is challenging to in-place update the backups
and primaries in one round trip, because in case of a crash, the old data in remote replicas can
be partially overwritten, which prevents the dtxn from being rolled back. To tackle this challenge,
FORD sends undo logs to all the replicas before in-place updates. Hence, the dtxns can roll back
using the old data in undo logs. Unlike redo logs, the undo logs are simply discarded by setting
the log status to be “committed” after the dtxn commits, which is completed by coordinators in
the background. Hence, undo logging meets the requirement of PM pool—that is, not involving
the remote CPU to move data.

4.3.1 Parallel Undo Logging. The next question is how to send undo logs to remote replicas.
One solution is to spend a dedicated round trip to send logs, which however causes extra RTTs. We
observe that undo logs can be immediately generated once the old data of the read-write set have
been read in the execution phase. Based on this observation, we design a parallel undo logging

scheme to generate and send undo logs in parallel with the transaction logic execution. Therefore,
it is unnecessary to consume an extra round trip to send undo logs. To ensure atomicity, the
coordinator only needs to check that all the ACKs of log writes (i.e., RDMA WRITE) are returned
before updating the replicas. Note that the redo logs cannot be sent in the execution phase, because
we have to wait for completing the transaction execution to obtain the newest data to generate
redo logs, which heavily weakens the parallelism especially in the transaction that goes through
a long-time execution logic, such as the New Order transaction in the TPCC benchmark [27].
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In general, sending undo logs to all replicas consumes the network bandwidth, but the consump-
tion is not significant. Specifically, the OLTP workloads typically involve inserting, updating, and
deleting small amounts of data, as pointed out by Oracle [61]. We observe that the record size in
a DB table is basically small in OLTP workloads—for example, up to 16B, 48B, and 672B in the
SmallBank, TATP, and TPCC benchmarks, respectively, as introduced in Section 6.1. Moreover, in
our experiments, a read-write dtxn averagely updates 3, 2, and 13 records in the SmallBank, TATP,
and TPCC benchmarks, respectively. The updated record generally contains a small number of mod-
ified fields. Therefore, the size of undo logs in a read-write dtxn is small. However, the network
bandwidth of InfiniBand is rapidly increasing at twice the speed—for example, 100 Gbps/port in
ConnectX-5 [24], 200 Gbps/port in ConnectX-6 [26], and 400 Gbps/port in ConnectX-7 [25]. There-
fore, sending small-sized undo logs will not significantly consume the bandwidth.

4.3.2 Visibility Control. To ensure consistency, our coalescent commit protocol guarantees that
the data that being updated in the replicas are not partially read by other dtxns. Since our hitch-
hiked locking scheme does not block RO requests, a coordinator possibly reads some remote
data that are being updated, causing inconsistency. To avoid this, FORD proposes a one-sided
RDMA-based visibility control to decide whether the data are visible to coordinators, as shown in
Figure 6(b). The idea is to batch an invisible request followed by an RDMA WRITE into one request
to update the remote replicas. First, the invisible request prevents other coordinators from reading
data by setting the invisible flag to 1. FORD implements the 1-bit invisible flag and 63-bit lock
value in an 8B value, called VLock, which is atomically modified via an RDMA CAS. Second, after
setting the invisible flag, the RDMA WRITE in-place updates the remote replica. After receiving all

ACKs, the coordinator reports “Tx_committed” to clients. Otherwise, for example, if a replica fails,
the coordinator rolls back the dtxn by using undo logs. After commit or rollback, the coordinator
unlocks data and makes them visible by writing an 8B zero to VLock in a background release phase.

The release phase does not exist on the critical path of the dtxn commit. It incurs only 0.5 RTT
or can be fully overlapped. First, once the remote RNIC receives the RDMA CAS request and clears
the VLock, other coordinators can immediately access the remote data. It is unnecessary to wait for
returning the ACK, thus only consuming 0.5 RTT to make data visible. If some data are currently
invisible, a coordinator can re-read them until visible. After all the required data become visible,
the coordinator continues to process dtxns to guarantee the atomic visibility. Second, if there is
no coordinator currently reading the invisible data, the background release phase is completely
overlapped with other in-flight dtxns, thus avoiding re-read operations.

4.4 Backup-Enabled Read

As discussed in Section 3.2, only leveraging the primary to handle all the requests decreases the
throughput due to the limited write bandwidth of PM. To tackle this challenge, FORD enables the

backups to serve read requests for the RO data—that is, the coordinators are allowed to read the RO
data and their versions from backups, as shown in Figure 7(a). This frees up the PM in the primary
to serve other requests (e.g., lock and write), thus balancing the load to improve throughput. Based
on our coalescent commit that in-place updates all replicas, it is easy for a coordinator to read the
RO data from backups due to no address redirection.

FORD guarantees the correctness of reading the RO data from backups under different con-
tention cases, as demonstrated in Figure 7(b). If a dtxn (e.g., dtxn1) reads all its RO data before
(or after) another dtxn (e.g., dtxn2) commits the replicas, dtxn1 will obtain the old (or new) data,
which guarantees the correctness since dtxn2 is uncommitted (or committed). However, if dtxn1
reads multiple RO data and goes through dtxn2’s execution and commit phases, the data that
dtxn1 has read are possibly stale after dtxn2 updates the replicas. To address this issue, FORD
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Fig. 7. Enabling the backup replicas to serve read requests.

validates the versions of all dtxn1’s RO data before dtxn1 commits, as guaranteed by our hitch-
hiked locking scheme in Figure 5(c). If the validation fails, the coordinator aborts dtxn1 to guar-
antee the correctness.

Existing systems unfortunately fail to efficiently read data from backups. First, for legacy DB
systems, such as Microsoft Azure [28] and Amazon Aurora [77], the primary (or backup) replica
handles the write (or read) requests from clients. After a client writes data to the primary, the
backup needs to wait for receiving and installing the new data that are sent from the primary.
Hence, after updating the primary, the clients are delayed to read the latest data from backups, thus
causing extra latency. However, in the disaggregated PM, the CPUs in the primaries and backups
are not involved in dtxn processing. Hence, the data send/receive operations between replicas fail
to work in the PM pool. Second, for prior RDMA-based dtxn systems [31, 65, 81], the coordinator
writes the updated data to the backups (i.e., redo logs) and primaries (i.e., in-place updates) to
commit a dtxn. However, other coordinators cannot read the backups after the dtxn commits, since
the latest data in backups have not been transmitted from the redo logs to the in-place locations.
Moreover, in the disaggregated PM, the backups fail to extract the updated data in redo logs and
transmit these updates due to involving the CPU in the PM pool during dtxn processing. Unlike
the preceding systems, our coalescent commit protocol in-place updates the backups and primaries
together without involving the CPU in the PM pool. Hence, the coordinators are allowed to read
the latest in-place data from backups after the dtxn commits, which alleviates the load on the
primary’s PM to improve the throughput.

4.5 Selective Remote Flush

It is important to guarantee the remote persistency when committing the transaction updates to
the PM pool, which is however not considered in prior dtxn systems that use DRAM as the memory.
Recently, the one-sided RDMA FLUSH [35, 69] was proposed to persist data from the remote RNIC
to PM. However, flushing each data to each remote replica (i.e., full flush) consumes many round
trips. As shown in Figure 8(a), updating two data requires eight round trips when using remote
flushes.

To guarantee remote persistency with low network overhead, we propose a selective remote flush

scheme, as shown in Figure 8(b). The idea is to issue an RDMA FLUSH after the final RDMA WRITE
and only to backups, for two reasons. First, RDMA FLUSH supports to flush all the previous written
data. Hence, it is sufficient to use one RDMA FLUSH after the final write to one replica. Second, in
the (f +1)-way PBR, once the data are persisted in all backups, even if the primary crashes, we can
recover the primary by using backups. Hence, it is sufficient to issue RDMA FLUSH to only backups.
Note that if all the (f + 1) replicas fail, the data cannot be recovered [31]. FORD guarantees the
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Fig. 8. Ensuring remote persistency using full flush (a), selective flush (b), and selective flush with request
batching (c).

remote persistency under at most f replica failures. Thus, by issuing necessary flush operations,
FORD significantly reduces the round trips.

As RDMA FLUSH is currently unavailable in programming due to the needs of modifying RNIC
and PCIe [69], we leverage one-sided RDMA READ-after-WRITE to flush the data in RNIC to mem-
ory like existing studies [44, 48]. Specifically, the RDMA READ fetches any size (e.g., 1B) of the data
that are written by RDMA WRITE. Then, the remote RNIC will issue all PCIe writes before issuing
PCIe reads to satisfy the RDMA READ. In this way, the data in RNIC are written to PM. We further
optimize this procedure by batching the write and read into one request to eliminate the extra
read round trip. This implementation is compatible with the future one-sided RDMA FLUSH—that
is, replacing RDMA READ with RDMA FLUSH, as shown in Figure 8(c). In essence, our selective
remote flush scheme aims to reduce the round trips when ensuring remote data persistency.
Hence, this scheme is not affected by the specific implementation of remote data flushing—for
example, using the future RDMA FLUSH primitive or current READ-after-WRITE method.

In datacenters, UPS [31] offers a standby battery that supplies power to the machine to provide
enough time to properly power down the machine in case of an interruption in the utility power.
However, it is worth noting that merely relying on UPS to enable the weak CPU in the memory
pool to flush the data in RNIC to PM is not sufficient to guarantee the remote persistency. The
reason is that UPS can only handle power interruptions but fails to support the machine to keep
running upon kernel panics and CPU failures. In case of kernel panics and CPU failures, the data
in the RNIC cache are lost even if the machine is backed by UPS, since there is no way for the
machine to flush the cached data from RNIC to PM. As a result, the client cannot know whether
the RDMA-written data are actually persisted into the remote PM. Our selective remote flush
scheme efficiently addresses this issue by explicitly flushing the data from the remote RNIC to PM,
and returning the ACK to the coordinator. Such remote flush operation fully bypasses the remote
kernel and CPU by using one-sided RDMA verbs. Therefore, even though the kernel panics and
CPU failures occur, the coordinator can accurately distinguish whether the RDMA-written data
are persisted into the remote PM, thus guaranteeing the remote persistency.

4.6 FORD Transactions

Figure 9 illustrates how our designs (Sections 4.2–4.5) work together to process dtxns by using
one-sided RDMA verbs. The requests in one RTT are issued and ACKed in parallel.

(1) Execution. A coordinator reads and locks the required read-write data from primaries using
batched RDMA CAS+READ in one round trip. The RO data can be fetched from backups or primaries
using RDMA READ. The undo logs are immediately generated and written to remote replicas by
RDMA WRITE in parallel with the execution. The concurrent dtxns that have conflicting accesses
to the same remote data are serialized by locks. If any lock operation fails, the coordinator aborts
the dtxn and unlocks the remote data.

(2) Validation. After execution, the coordinator reads the versions of the RO data (if any) using
RDMA READ and verifies that the data versions are not modified by other coordinators. If a version
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Fig. 9. Dtxn processing in FORD.

changes, the coordinator aborts the dtxn and unlocks the remote data. As discussed in Section 4.7,
FORD further localizes the validation operations by enabling the coordinators to check the data
versions using a local DRAM, which efficiently eliminates the network round trips of validations.

(3) Commit. After validation, the coordinator checks that all the ACKs of undo logs are received,
then commits the updated data to all the replicas in one round trip. The data in primaries are
marked to be invisible and updated using batched RDMA CAS+WRITE. The data in backups are
updated and further flushed from RNIC to PM using remote data flushing operations. Therefore,
the coordinator uses batched RDMA CAS+WRITE+FLUSH to update backups. After receiving all
the ACKs from replicas, the coordinator reports “Tx_committed” to the client. Afterward, the
coordinator starts processing the next dtxn.

(4) Release. After the dtxn commits, the coordinator releases the remote data by setting them
visible and unlocking them in the background—that is, writing 0 to the 8B VLock field by using
RDMA CAS or RDMA WRITE [81].

FORD efficiently handles different types of dtxns. First, for RO dtxns, FORD reads remote data
and validates the versions before commit. Prior systems [31, 81] adopt similar operations. However,
the difference is that FORD supports coordinators to read the latest data from backups after the
transaction commits to improve the throughput, whereas prior systems do not support this. Second,
for read-write dtxns, only two RTTs (i.e., Execution+Commit, without RO data) or three RTTs (i.e.,
Execution+Validation+Commit, with RO data) are on the critical path. Compared with existing
designs that require five RTTs [31, 46] or four RTTs [81] to process a read-write dtxn (as analyzed in
Section 3.2), FORD significantly improves the performance for the disaggregated PM architecture.

4.7 Localized Validation

Due to not locking the RO data, FORD consumes an RTT to validate whether the RO set is mod-
ified by other transactions to guarantee serializability. However, we observe that if the read set
of a transaction is not modified by any other transactions, validating the data versions by using
RDMA READ becomes wasteful. The root cause of this phenomenon is that all the versions are
stored together with their data in remote replicas. Hence, the coordinators have to always per-
form validations over the network, which incurs high latency in the disaggregated architecture.

To reduce the round trips for validations, FORD leverages a localized validation scheme to de-
couple the storing locations of data and their versions. Specifically, this scheme utilizes the local
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Fig. 10. Localizing the validation operations to reduce RDMA round trips.

DRAM in the compute pool to maintain a Vcache to store the versions of hot records. In this
way, FORD transfers the validation operations from remote to local. The coordinator easily checks
whether the RO set is changed by simply looking up the versions in its local Vcache, which is
faster than the original RDMA READ design that accesses the remote memory pool through the
network. As a version is only 8B, the Vcache does not incur a high space overhead.

Figure 10 shows how FORD processes a read-write dtxn after localizing the validation opera-
tions. Before commit, the coordinator checks whether the versions of the RO data are modified in
Vcache (❷). After the validation succeeds, the coordinator updates the versions of the read-write
data in Vcache (❸), then writes the new data to remote replicas via our coalescent commit proto-
col described in Section 4.3. Therefore, if a dtxn (e.g., dtxn1) updates the versions of some data,
which are RO in another dtxn (e.g., dtxn2), dtxn2 can easily know that its data versions become
stale without going through the network. By doing this, FORD avoids the RDMA round trips for
checking the versions, thus improving the performance, which is quantitatively demonstrated in
Section 6.3.2. However, if a lookup miss occurs in Vcache, the coordinator follows the original
design in FORD to validate the data versions via RDMA. After fetching the versions back, the
coordinator inserts the versions into Vcache to accelerate subsequent dtxns.

It is worth noting that FORD does not localize the locking operations. The following factors
drive this design choice. First, our hitchhiked locking scheme batches the read and lock requests
into one round trip. Hence, FORD does not waste additional round trips to lock the remote data.
Second, if caching the lock status in compute pool, the lock cache needs to handle concurrent
locking operations (i.e., local CPU CAS) and lookups in an efficient way. However, the lock cache is
small due to limited DRAM in the compute pool. As a result, the collision rate in a small hash table
is high, and substantial CPU CAS operations need to frequently retry to occupy the proper empty
slots to insert the <key, lock_status> pairs. It causes the latency to be an order of magnitude
higher than the µs latency of remote locking. To verify this, we implement a concurrent hash table
for local locking and observe a throughput reduction of up to 13.6× on TPCC. Therefore, FORD
does not allow the locking operations to be performed in the compute pool.

In the compute pool, if a coordinator needs to access the Vcaches at other compute nodes to
obtain the data versions, it causes in-pool communications and additional overheads of synchro-
nizing the Vcaches in different compute nodes. There are three solutions to tackle this issue, as
shown next:

• Request partition: This solution partitions the dtxn requests to specific compute nodes ac-
cording to the DB tables that the transactions access. In this way, the Vcaches in different
compute nodes are not overlapped to eliminate the in-pool communications. Nevertheless,
when the accessed tables of two different dtxns have intersections, storing the versions in
one compute node would still incur the synchronization overheads. To handle these dtxn
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requests, FORD allows the coordinators to adopt the original design based on RDMA READ
to validate the data versions in remote memory pool.
• In-compute-node global Vcache: Apart from partitioning requests, FORD can leverage a dedi-

cated compute node in the compute pool to maintain a global Vcache. In a datacenter, since
the compute and memory pools are physically separated, the in-pool communication be-
tween nodes within the same pool is generally faster than the cross-pool communication be-
tween two nodes of different pools. For example, the nodes in the same pool locate within the
same rack, but different pools are distributed in different racks. Therefore, even if the coordi-
nators have to access the Vcache from another compute node, it is still faster than accessing
the remote memory pool due to avoiding the cross-rack network transmissions. Moreover,
using a global Vcache efficiently avoids the overheads of synchronizing the Vcaches in dif-
ferent compute nodes.
• In-switch global Vcache: Apart from storing the Vcache in a compute node, FORD can also

store the global Vcache in a switch (e.g., a programmable datacenter switch [52]) near
the compute pool. In this way, FORD avoids the additional network hops to the remote
memory pool, thus decreasing the latency. A commodity programmable datacenter switch
contains 8 GB of RAM [17], which is sufficient to store the Vcache (i.e., 1 GB as evaluated
in Section 6.3.2).

It is worth noting that a global Vcache will not become a single-point performance bottleneck,
since Vcache is non-blocking for both reads and writes. Specifically, only one coordinator is al-
lowed to modify a particular key’s version at one time in step ❸, since the read-write data are
already locked by using RDMA CAS. Therefore, multiple coordinators are able to atomically read
the newest versions from the Vcache without any wait, since the version size is equal to the atomic
unit of CPU write [53]. In this way, looking up the Vcache becomes very fast. FORD leverages a
hash table to implement the Vcache, in which the key is the record’s key and the value is the
record’s version. Moreover, a global Vcache will not lead to the single-point failure risk, since the
coordinators update the versions in remote replicas before transaction commit (❹). Hence, the re-
mote replicas also store the newest versions. Thereby, even if the Vcache is lost after a crash, the
coordinators are able to continue to access the versions in remote replicas without being stalled.
FORD recovers the Vcache by re-collecting the data versions.

In essence, the key idea behind our localized validation scheme is to reduce the number of
network accesses to remote memory pool by offloading the validation task to the compute pool
as much as possible. The experimental results presented later in Figure 23 demonstrate the per-
formance improvements when allowing the coordinators to locally access the versions in an in-
compute-node global Vcache.

4.8 Failure Tolerance

The Replica Fails in the PM Pool. Due to supporting replication in dtxn processing, FORD recovers
the data in the failed replicas from other replicas that are alive. If any primary or backup fails,
(1) before commit, the coordinator aborts the transaction and unlocks the data; (2), during commit,
the coordinator aborts the transaction, reads the remote undo logs to revoke data updates, and
unlocks data; and (3) in the release phase, the transaction has already committed. The coordinator
clears the VLock in the replicas. If some replicas cannot be recovered, we add new replicas to
maintain the ( f + 1)-way replication and migrate data to the new replicas.

The Coordinator Fails in the Compute Pool. Due to writing undo logs to remote replica, FORD
handles coordinator failures by rolling back dtxns. Like FaRM [31] and DrTM [82], FORD supports
to use leases [34] to detect failures. After the leases expire (e.g., 5 ms [31]), a failure possibly
occurs. However, if a coordinator fails before it reports “Tx_committed,” it is unknown whether
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the remote replicas have been updated. To address this issue, FORD reads the undo logs in replicas
to revoke all the updates and reports “Tx_aborted” to clients. Moreover, even if the cached data of
coordinators (e.g., address cache and Vcache) are lost due to the volatility of DRAM, the correctness
is not affected, since the coordinators can easily rebuild the local caches by gathering the related
information (e.g., remote addresses and versions) again from the initial state.

The Network Communication Fails. In practice, it is difficult to distinguish the network failure
from node failure. In line with state-of-the-art one-sided RDMA-based membership management
system uKharon [37], we assume that network partitions (caused by network failures) are discov-
ered and eventually resolved by the datacenter administrators. If a network partition occurs and is
discovered by administrators, either availability or consistency becomes weak based on the CAP
theorem [9, 33]. In this case, FORD only allows the replicas in the majority partition [8] to serve
for the new requests before the membership is updated to guarantee the strong consistency to
provide the ACID properties for OLTP applications. The membership can only be updated in the
majority partition [37]. A systematic study of network partitions and membership management is
outside the scope of this article and is our future work.

4.9 Correctness and Overhead Analysis

Serializability. FORD leverages locks and validations to guarantee serializability. The committed
read-write dtxns are serializable at the point where all the written data are successfully locked.
The committed RO dtxns are serializable at the point of their last read. FORD guarantees these
serializability points by ensuring that the data versions at the serialization point are equal to the

versions during execution—that is, locking ensures this for the written data since other coordinators
cannot modify the versions of locked data, and validation ensures this for the read data since
a version change will abort the dtxn. Moreover, to guarantee serializability across failures, the
coordinator waits for all ACKs from all replicas before commit. Once a replica fails during the
coalescent commit, FORD aborts the dtxn since an ACK is not received.

ACID. FORD ensures the ACID properties for dtxnsThe first property is Atomicity. FORD records
undo logs, which are used to revoke the partial updates if a failure occurs before commit. The sec-
ond property is Consistency. All the data versions are consistent before the dtxn starts and after it
commits. The third property is Isolation. FORD uses locks and version validations to guarantee the
serializability among the read-write and RO dtxns. The fourth property is Durability. The updated
data are persistently stored in PM after commit by using our selective remote flush scheme.

The Number of RDMA Operations. Due to fully using one-sided RDMA to bypass the CPUs in
the PM pool, FORD inevitably increases the number of RDMA operations to commit a dtxn. It is
worth noting that the new RNICs (e.g., ConnectX-5 [24]) are efficient to handle one-sided RDMA
operations including CAS [81]. Hence, slightly increasing the number of RDMA operations has
negligible impacts on performance. In fact, FORD focuses on reducing the number of RDMA RTTs,
which is more important to improve the performance since the RDMA RTT (e.g., 3–8 µs [4]) is still
higher than the latency of local PM access (e.g., 62–305 ns [89]).

5 IMPLEMENTATIONS

5.1 Data Store in the Memory Pool

FORD supports different indexes to organize DB tables in the PM pool, such as hash tables and
B+-trees. These indexing schemes form the data store of FORD, called FStore. Our transaction tech-
niques are independent of the specific index used in FStore, since these techniques aim to reduce
network RTTs and balance loads, and regard remote data as general objects. For example, when
using B+-trees, our hitchhiked locking scheme reads and locks the leaf nodes, and our coalescent
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Fig. 11. The hash table structure in FStore.

commit scheme writes the updated tree nodes back to all replicas together. The internal pointer
nodes are cached to reduce remote tree traversing. Moreover, since the hash table is widely used
in fast RDMA operations [30, 75, 82, 96], we use the hash table as an example to present the imple-
mentations of FStore. Each hash table maintains a DB table and supports read/update/insert/delete
operations.

The records in DB tables are persistently stored in FStore. Existing hashing schemes that sup-
port fixed-size and variable-size records can be used in FORD, such as RACE hashing [96]. When
supporting fixed-size records, the records are stored in the hash table for direct access. When sup-
porting variable-size records, the pointers of records are stored in the hash table. In this case, our
hitchhiked locking scheme reads and locks the pointer, then fetches the record. Hence, FORD is
flexibly to adapt different hash schemes to support fixed or variable record sizes. For simplicity, we
show an implementation of storing fixed-size records in this article. Like FaSST [46], the record
consists of an 8B key and a maximum-sized value (e.g., 1 KB). Such record meets many OLTP
workloads (e.g., TPCC [27]). To further support dtxns, FORD packs the record with the following
information into an object, called FObj:

• Occupy (1B): Whether this FObj occupies a slot.
• TableID (8B): The DB table that this record belongs to.
• Version (8B): The version number of this record.
• VLock (8B): 1-bit (in)visibility flag and 63-bit lock.

After allocating and registering a Memory Region (MR) in the PM pool, FStore enables clients
to load records into hash tables before running dtxns. Figure 11 shows the structure of hash tables.
A hash table contains an array of buckets, and each bucket contains several slots and one pointer
called Next. The numbers of buckets and slots are configured by clients. Each FObj occupies a slot.
A client initializes an FObj and hashes its key to obtain the target bucket (e.g., b1) to be inserted.
After inserting the FObj to an empty slot, its Occupy is set to 1. If b1 is full, the FObj is inserted
to a new bucket (e.g., b2) whose address is recorded in the Next pointer of b1. b2 is stored in a
Reserved Space (RS) of the MR. The size of the RS is set by the client (e.g., 20% of the MR space).
The client uses a pointer, called RS-Ptr, to trace the current bucket address in the RS. Moving the
RS-Ptr forward to a bucket size will generate a new bucket in the RS. If the RS is exhausted but the
hash collision still occurs, the client re-allocates memory to load tables.

To enable coordinators to calculate remote addresses for one-sided RDMA in dtxn processing,
the CM in the PM pool sends the metadata (as listed in Table 1) of each hash table to the compute
pool during network interconnections.

Given the key (e.g., K0) of a record, if its remote address is buffered in the local cache, the
coordinator directly reads the record using an RDMA READ. Otherwise, the coordinator reads a
remote record as the following steps:

S1: Calculate the bucket id:
bucket_id = Hash(K0) mod BucketNum
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Table 1. Metadata of Each Hash Table in FStore

Field Size (B) Description

TableID 8 The global unique DB table id
Addr 8 The virtual start address of this hash table
Off 8 The offset between Addr and MR’s start address
BucketNum 8 The bucket number of the hash table
BucketSize 4 The size of a bucket (in bytes)
SlotNum 4 The number of slots per bucket

S2: Calculate the bucket offset in the remote MR:
bucket_off = bucket_id × BucketSize + Off

S3: Read the remote bucket (bkt) using bucket_off.
S4: Compare K0 with the SlotNum keys in bkt. If a key = K0, the record is obtained. Then go to

S7. Otherwise, go to S5.
S5: If the next field of bkt is NULL, there is no such remote record. Then go to S8. Otherwise, go

to S6.
S6: Calculate the next bucket offset as follows and go to S3.

bucket_off = bkt.next − Addr + Off
S7: Exit if the record is visible. Otherwise, re-read the record until it becomes visible.
S8: Exit with a KEY_NOT_EXIST hint.

Since the metadata size of a hash table is only 40B and each remote address is 8B, the local
cache in compute pool can buffer all these metadata and addresses, as shown later in Figure 21(a).
Caching metadata is scalable, because the compute units do not need to synchronize their metadata
with each other: (1) the metadata of index does not change, and (2) if the cached addresses are stale,
FORD enables the coordinator to detect this and update its own cached addresses, as discussed in
Section 4.2.

5.2 Transaction Interfaces

FORD provides a runtime library, called FLib, for applications to process dtxns. FLib exposes the
following interfaces:

• TxBegin: Start to execute a dtxn and record its id.
• AddRO: Add an initialized FObj to the RO set.
• AddRW: Add an initialized FObj to the read-write set.
• TxExecute: The dtxn enters the execution phase. In this phase, the coordinator reads the data

specified in the RO and read-write sets from remote replicas, and writes the undo logs back to
replicas in parallel. After fetching the required data, the coordinator executes the transaction
logic to complete the execution phase. Our hitchhiked locking and backup-enabled read
schemes are leveraged in the TxExecute interface.
• TxCommit: After the execution phase, the coordinator validates the data versions and com-

mits the updated data to remote primaries and backups. Our localized validation, coalescent
commit, and selective remote flush schemes are leveraged in the TxCommit interface.

Our transaction interfaces support general transaction processing. Specifically, the developers
are not required to know all the read/write sets at the beginning of each transaction. Instead, devel-
opers call AddRO, AddRW, and TxExecute multiple times when reading/writing data occurs during
a transaction. Figure 12 illustrates an example of using our interfaces in the Write Check transac-
tion of the SmallBank benchmark [71]. This transaction reads the balances from the Savings and
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Fig. 12. An example of C++ code using FLib interfaces.

Fig. 13. The comparisons between sequential processing (a) and interleaved processing (b), in one thread.

Checking tables, and updates the balance in the Checking table. It shows that our interfaces are
easy for programmers to use.

5.3 Interleaved Transaction Processing

As shown in Figure 13(a), sequentially processing dtxns in a thread wastes the CPU cycles due to
waiting for RDMA ACKs. To avoid CPU idling in the compute pool, FORD leverages an interleaved
processing model that enables multiple coordinators in one thread to process different dtxns in the
pipeline, as presented in Figure 13(b). In this way, the network RTTs are efficiently hidden and the
CPU cores in the compute pool are fully utilized to improve the throughput.

We use coroutines [46, 81] to implement the interleaved processing. Each CPU thread generates
several coroutines and each coroutine acts as a coordinator to execute dtxns. After issuing the
RDMA requests, a coroutine yields its CPU core to another coroutine to process the next dtxn. A
dedicated coroutine in each thread polls RDMA ACKs. If all ACKs of a coroutine arrived, FORD
schedules this coroutine to occupy the CPU core to resume execution. The results presented later
in Figure 22 show that using a proper number of coroutines improves the throughput without high
latency.
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6 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

6.1 Experimental Setup

Testbed. We use three machines, each of which contains a 100-Gbps Mellanox ConnectX-5 Infini-
Band RNIC. They are connected via a 100-Gbps Mellanox SB7890 InfiniBand switch. One machine
equipped with the Intel Xeon Gold 6230R CPU and 8 GB of DRAM is leveraged as the compute
pool to run coordinators. The other two machines form the PM pool, each of which contains six
interleaved 128-GB Intel Optane DC PM modules. Each DB table is stored in the two PM machines
to maintain a two-way replication (i.e., one primary and one backup).

Benchmarks. We leverage a Key-Value Store (KVS) as the micro-benchmark to analyze how dif-
ferent factors affect each design of FORD. KVS stores 1 million key-value pairs in one table, in
which the key is 8B and value is 40B. The transaction in KVS accesses a specific number of ob-
jects with different read:write ratios and different access patterns as configured in Section 6.2. KVS
supports the skewed and uniform access patterns, in which the skewed access uses the Zipfian
distribution with the default skewness 0.99 [16]. We further adopt three OLTP benchmarks (i.e.,
TATP [70], SmallBank [71], and TPCC [27]) as the macro-benchmarks to examine the end-to-end
performance. These benchmarks are widely used in prior studies [31, 46, 81, 82]. TATP models a
telecom application and contains four tables, in which 80% of the transactions are RO and the
record size is up to 48B. SmallBank simulates a banking application that includes two tables, in
which 85% of transactions are read-write and the record size is 16B. TPCC models a complex order-
ing system that consists of nine tables, in which 92% of transactions are read-write and the record
size is up to 672B. We generate eight warehouses in TPCC. We have implemented all the workloads
of each macro-benchmark and run the standard transaction mix in Section 6.3. We run 1 million
dtxns in each benchmark and report the throughput by counting the number of committed dtxns
per second. We report the processing time of the committed dtxn as the latency, including the 50th
and 99th percentile latencies.

Comparisons. We compare FORD with two state-of-the-art RDMA-based dtxn systems:
FaRM [31] and DrTM+H [81] (called DrTMH in the rest of this article). We use one-sided RDMA to
re-implement the dtxn protocols in FaRM and DrTMH to meet the requirement of disaggregated
PM. We do not compare against FaSST [46] that fully uses two-sided RDMA, which is difficult to
work in the disaggregated memory architecture due to consuming the remote CPUs in the memory
pool throughout the entire process of running dtxns.

6.2 Micro-Benchmark Results and Analysis

6.2.1 Lock Duration. Locks are generally used to serialize dtxns. However, a long lock duration
causes frequent aborts and leads to low throughputs. To obtain the lock duration, we configure
the coordinator not to abort dtxn but to wait for the data to be unlocked if the locking fails. We
compare the lock duration in FORD, FaRM, and DrTMH by using 64 coordinators to concurrently
run dtxns in which each dtxn processes one data. Our localized validation scheme is not enabled.
Figure 14 shows the average lock duration of each coordinator at different read:write ratios in the
dtxn mix—for example, 25:75 means that 25% of the dtxns are RO while 75% are read-write. The
results show that the reduction of lock duration is larger in the uniform access when reducing the
write ratio, since the uniform access has lower locality than the skewed access, which decreases
the data hotness. Hence, the total time for the coordinator to wait for unlocking the hot data sig-
nificantly decreases. Compared with DrTMH and FORD, FaRM suffers from longer lock durations
since the data are locked across four phases: locking, validation, commit backup, and commit pri-
mary. DrTMH reduces the lock duration by merging the locking and validation into one phase.
Our FORD uses the hitchhiked locking scheme to lock the read-write data in the execution phase,
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Fig. 14. The lock durations.

Fig. 15. The proportions of the invisibility durations.

but the lock duration does not become longer, since the read-write data do not need to be locked
or validated again, and the dtxn commits earlier.

6.2.2 Invisibility Duration. FORD leverages the coalescent commit scheme to update the pri-
maries and backups together in one round trip. To avoid partial reads, the data are temporarily
marked as invisible after commit until the background release phase. To analyze the overheads of
the data invisibility, we record the total time spent for re-reading the invisible data until visible (i.e.,
invisibility duration) in 64 coordinators, then calculate the proportion of the invisibility duration
in the entire dtxn running time.

As shown in Figure 15, the proportion slightly decreases when increasing the read ratio from
0% to 25%, since the invisible data are reduced when decreasing writes. As the read ratio continues
to increase, the proportion increases, since there are substantial RO dtxns that wait for the data
to be visible, which increases the total invisibility durations across all coordinators. When the
read:write ratio is 100:0, all data are visible and the proportion becomes 0. The results show that
the proportion is only less than 8% in different read:write ratios and access patterns, since the
background release phase consumes at most 0.5 RTT to make data visible. Therefore, the data
invisibility in our coalescent commit design exhibits low performance overheads.

6.2.3 Read from Backups. Due to the limited write bandwidth of PM, FORD enables the coordi-
nators to read the RO data from backups to alleviate the load on the primary’s PM. To demonstrate
the benefits of this design, we run 224 coordinators to increase the load, and examine the dtxn
throughput and latency when disabling/enabling the coordinators to read backups.

Figures 16 and 17 show that as the read ratio increases, enabling coordinators to read the
backup replica improves the throughput by up to 1.5×, and reduces the 50th/99th percentile
latencies by up to 31.7%/35.3%. The backup absorbs substantial read requests to prevent all
the coordinators from competing for the primary’s PM, thus improving the throughput. When
increasing the number of backups, FORD will gain higher performance improvements since all
the backups can be read to balance loads. Moreover, Figure 17 shows that enabling read backups
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Fig. 16. The dtxn throughput when disabling/enabling coordinators to read the backup replicas.

Fig. 17. The dtxn latency when disabling/enabling coordinators to read the backup replicas.

slightly increases the latency at a low read ratio, since the coordinator does not know the remote
data addresses in the backup at the first read. In this case, the coordinator needs to perform hash
reads to locate data. Nevertheless, as the read ratio increases, the coordinator could access the
same key and leverage the local address cache to directly read the target data without consuming
the hash reads. Moreover, the backups serve for more read requests to balance the loads. Hence,
the latency of enabling read backups decreases as the read ratio increases.

Case Study. Figures 16 and 17 leverage the micro-benchmark that contains one table. A
memory node hence stores either the primary or backup of the table. However, in practice, one
memory node can store the primary for some data and the backup for other data. Therefore, to
further demonstrate the benefit of using backups for reading data, we compare the transaction
performance of “FORD-Disable read backups” and “FORD-Enable read backups” schemes on the
SmallBank benchmark, which contains two tables: Savings and Checking. In our experiments,
one memory node (i.e., MN1) stores the primary of Savings and backup of Checking, and the
other memory node (i.e., MN2) stores the primary of Checking and backup of Savings. The
“FORD-Disable read backups” scheme only leverages the primary to handle all the requests from
coordinators, whereas the “FORD-Enable read backups” scheme leverages the backup to absorb
the read requests. The performance results are shown in Figure 18. To draw a throughput-latency
curve, we increase the number of concurrent coordinators to augment the loads and contentions.
Figure 18 shows that “FORD-Enable read backups” improves the throughput by 20.7% over
“FORD-Disable read backups” due to enabling the backups to serve read requests to balance
the load.

We now analyze the detailed reasons for the preceding throughput improvement. In the stan-
dard transaction mix of SmallBank, there are six types of transactions with specified running
frequencies [71], as listed in Table 2. Without loss of generality, suppose that 100 dtxns have been
processed following the standard running frequencies, the total number of reads and updates on
Savings and Checking tables are counted in Table 3, and hence the request loads on MN1 and
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Fig. 18. The dtxn throughput and the 50th and 99th percentile latencies on the SmallBank benchmark.

Table 2. Transaction Frequencies and Data Accesses to Tables in SmallBank

Transaction Frequency (%)
Data Access

Savings Table Checking Table

AMALGAMATE 15 Update 1 record Update 2 records
BALANCE 15 Read 1 record Read 1 record
DEPOSIT_CHECKING 15 — Update 1 record
SEND_PAYMENT 25 — Update 2 records
TRANSACT_SAVINGS 15 Update 1 record —
WRITE_CHECK 15 Read 1 record Update 1 record

Table 3. Total Number of Reads and Updates on Savings and Checking Tables After Processing 100 Dtxns

Savings Table
Read 1 × 15(BALANCE) + 1 × 15(WRITE_CHECK) = 30

Update 1 × 15(AMALGAMATE) + 1 × 15(TRANSACT_SAVINGS) = 30

Checking Table
Read 1 × 15(BALANCE) = 15

Update 2 × 15(AMALGAMATE) + 1 × 15(DEPOSIT_CHECKING) + 2 ×
25(SEND_PAYMENT) + 1 × 15(WRITE_CHECK) = 110

Table 4. Request Loads on MN1 and MN2 by using the “FORD-Disable Read Backups” and
“FORD-Enable Read Backups” Schemes

Memory Role of Table “FORD-Disable Read Backups” “FORD-Enable Read Backups”
Node

MN1 (Primary) Savings 30 (Read) + 30 (Update) = 60 30 (Read) + 30 (Update) = 60

(Backup) Checking — 15 (Read)

MN2 (Primary) Checking 15 (Read) + 110 (Update) = 125 110 (Update)

(Backup) Savings — —

MN2 are calculated in Table 4. The results show that when using the “FORD-Disable read backups”
scheme, the load of MN1 : MN2 = 60 : 125 = 1 : 2.1, since the Checking table is a hotspot. However,
when using the “FORD-Enable read backups” scheme, MN1 is able to serve the read requests for
the Checking table, and the load of MN1 : MN2 = 75 : 110 = 1 : 1.5. Therefore, the loads on memory
nodes become more balanced. This is why the “FORD-Enable read backups” scheme achieves bet-
ter throughput in Figure 18. In summary, using backup for reading data is effective to balance load
and improve the dtxn throughput especially when data hotspots exist.
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Fig. 19. The dtxn throughput using full/selective flush when accessing different numbers of data per dtxn.

Fig. 20. The dtxn latency using full/selective flush when accessing different numbers of data per dtxn.

6.2.4 Remote Flush. FORD guarantees the remote persistency in dtxn processing by flushing
the data from the remote RNIC cache to PM. We compare the full flush and selective flush (with
request batching) schemes discussed in Section 4.5 in terms of dtxn throughput and latency. To
show the overheads of remote data flush, we use one coordinator to avoid extra contention over-
heads. We increase the number of written data per dtxn to add the flush operations. The results in
the skewed and uniform accesses exhibit similar trends. Figure 19 shows that our selective flush
scheme improves the throughput by 28.7%/29.5% over the full flush scheme in skewed/uniform
access. Figure 20 shows that the selective flush mitigates the 50th/99th percentile latencies by
22.5%/12.4% (22.8%/14%) in the skewed (uniform) access. Our selective flush scheme performs bet-
ter due to only issuing flushes to the backups after the final RDMA WRITE, thus reducing the
number of flush operations. Moreover, we observe that the performance of using the selective
flush decreases when the number of accessed data increases. This is because other operations in
the dtxn increase (e.g., data reads, validations, and remote writes), thus decreasing the overall
performance.

6.2.5 Address Cache. The coordinator has a local address cache to buffer remote data addresses
for efficient one-sided RDMA operations. To evaluate the overheads (including the size and miss
rate) of the address cache, we change the maximum number of accessible keys from 1k to 512k to
obtain the average sizes of buffered addresses, and the average miss rates during address lookups.

Figure 21(a) shows that the buffered addresses only consume 6.8 MB even if uniformly accessing
512k keys with poor locality. Hence, a small cache is sufficient for a coordinator to buffer remote ad-
dresses. Since a gigabyte-scale DRAM is leveraged in the compute pool to store the metadata [66],
it is unnecessary to limit the size of the coordinator-local address cache in practice. Figure 21(b)
shows that the miss rate is 18.2% (or 44.6%) when accessing 512k keys in the skewed (or uniform)
access. For a cache hit, the coordinator uses the buffered address to directly read the record. How-
ever, if a cache miss (or a hash bucket collision) occurs, the coordinator needs to calculate the
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Fig. 21. The size and miss rate of the address cache.

Fig. 22. The dtxn throughput and 50th percentile latency of different numbers of coroutines in one thread.

remote bucket address, read a bucket in one round trip, and finally find the record. Such a long
processing flow incurs more latency. In general, the miss rate depends on the locality of workloads.
If some remote addresses are not buffered, the cache misses are inevitable in dtxn processing. How-
ever, FORD provides a sufficiently large local address cache for each coordinator to avoid evicting
the buffered addresses, thus reducing the miss rate as much as possible.

6.3 Macro-Benchmark Results and Analysis

6.3.1 Coroutine Execution. To improve the throughput, FORD leverages coroutines to process
dtxns to avoid CPU idling. A thread generates at least two coroutines, since one coroutine is dedi-
cated to poll the RDMA ACKs. Figure 22 shows the dtxn throughput and median latency in macro-
benchmarks when changing the number of coroutines in one thread. The throughputs increase by
3.4×/2.2×/2.5× on TATP/SmallBank/TPCC until the CPU is saturated. However, the latency contin-
ues to increase when using more coroutines, since the execution pipeline becomes deeper, and the
coroutines are scheduled to wait for occupying the CPU to resume execution.

From the experimental results, we observe that using a small number of coroutines (e.g., 5–8) is
helpful to significantly improve the throughput without heavily increasing the latency. In general,
read-intensive workloads require more coroutines to saturate the CPU since an RO dtxn has less
computation tasks than a read-write dtxn. For example, SmallBank and TPCC respectively require
five and six coroutines to reach the maximum throughput, whereas TATP requires eight coroutines.

6.3.2 End-to-End Performance. We leverage three macro-benchmarks (i.e., TATP, SmallBank,
and TPCC) to compare the end-to-end dtxn performance of FaRM, DrTMH, FORD, and FORD-LV.
FORD incorporates our schemes in Sections 4.2 through 4.5 to perform all transaction operations
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Fig. 23. The end-to-end dtxn performance of different systems on three macro-benchmarks.

through RDMA. FORD-LV further leverages our Localized V alidation scheme in Section 4.7 to
validate data versions in the local Vcache of all coordinators.

The performance metrics include the dtxn throughput, the 50th percentile latency, and the 99th
percentile latency. To compare the performance among all these systems, we increase the number
of threads from 8 to 20, and set the number of coroutines of each thread from 2 to 12, to augment
the loads and contentions (i.e., supporting up to 20 × (12 − 1) = 220 concurrent coordinators).
Due to different system scales (e.g., 90 machines in the work of Dragojevic et al. [31]), the overall
throughput in our small-scale testbed becomes lower than that in other works [31, 81]. However,
our testbed can accurately evaluate the performance gap between different systems.

Figure 23 shows that compared with FaRM/DrTMH, FORD improves the throughput by
1.3×/1.1× and reduces the 50th (99th) latency by 36.8%/13.2% (50.2%/23.3%) in TATP, improves
the throughput by 1.6×/1.3× and reduces the 50th (99th) latency by 43.9%/28.3% (54.6%/26.7%)
in SmallBank, and improves the throughput by 2.7×/1.5× and reduces the 50th (99th) latency
by 23%/13.2% (84.2%/68.8%) in TPCC. DrTMH outperforms FaRM by merging the locking and
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validation phases. FaRM and DrTMH show high throughput in TATP, since 80% of the dtxns are
RO and the usages of one-sided RDMA READs accelerate dtxn processing. However, in SmallBank
and TPCC that contain extensive read-write dtxns, the performance decreases due to their long
dtxn processing paths. Unlike them, our FORD efficiently mitigates the round trips to shorten the
processing path, and balances loads on the replicas, thus improving the performance.

By localizing the validation phase in compute pool, FORD-LV further reduces the RDMA
round trips. Specifically, compared with FaRM/DrTMH/FORD, FORD-LV improves the through-
put by 1.7×/1.4×/1.3× and reduces the 50th (99th) latency by 39.4%/16.8%/4.1% (66.4%/48.2%/32.5%)
in TATP, improves the throughput by 1.7×/1.4×/1.1× and reduces the 50th (99th) latency
by 54.3%/41.6%/18.5% (74.7%/59.1%/44.3%) in SmallBank, and improves the throughput by
3×/1.7×/1.1× and reduces the 50th (99th) latency by 57.2%/51.7%/44.3% (87.4%/75%/19.9%) in TPCC.
We observe that FORD-LV achieves more throughput improvements over FORD in TATP. This
is due to the fact that the write contention in TATP is low, and hence the utilization of Vcache
largely mitigates the needs of fetching versions from remote replicas. Note that FORD-LV exhibits
the performance when accessing the data versions from an in-compute-node global Vcache. In
other system configurations, if some communications between the compute nodes occur when
accessing the Vcache, our solutions discussed in Section 4.7 efficiently mitigate the overheads, and
the performance is expected to remain higher than FORD, which fully accesses the data versions
in the remote memory pool.

Finally, we evaluate the size of Vcache in macro-benchmarks and observe that Vcache only
consumes 1 GB for a high hit ratio. Given that caching remote data addresses and the metadata
of remote hash tables only consumes several megabytes of space, the total size of all caches in the
compute pool does not exceed the DRAM capacity of the compute pool (e.g., 4 GB [66]).

7 DISCUSSION

Recently, Intel discontinued the business of Optane PM for commercial reasons [19]. However,
the impact of our work is not significantly affected by this issue. We present the reasons in the
following.

Our work targets on the common features of different PMs rather than only relying on Intel
Optane PM. The Optane PM is merely one available PM product in the market, and we lever-
age it to conduct experiments. In general, different types of PMs (e.g., Compute Express Link
(CXL)-based PM [7], CXL-based NAND flash supporting memory-semantic SSD [43], non-volatile
dual in-line memory module (NVDIMM) [51], phase-change memory (PCM) [84], resistive random
access memory (ReRAM) [2], and spin-transfer torque magnetic random access memory (STT-
MRAM) [5]) share the common features of byte-addressability, persistence, and asymmetric read
and write bandwidth. Hence, our proposed five schemes are able to be applied on different types
of PMs, as analyzed next:

• Our hitchhiked locking, coalescent commit, and localized validation schemes aiming to mit-
igate the network round trips are not affected by the specific type of PM in the memory
pool.
• Our selective remote flush scheme still guarantees the RDMA-written data to be persisted

from the remote NIC to PM, regardless of the PM types, due to sharing the “persistence”
property of PM.
• Our backup-enabled read scheme is still efficient to balance the request loads on the primary

and backup replicas to improve the performance. In practice, many real-world OLTP and
DB applications perform skewed accesses, as reported in prior studies [12, 13, 39, 42, 90, 92].
Small amounts of hotspot data are frequently accessed, whereas other data remain cold. In
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this case, the primary replica storing the hotspot data quickly becomes the performance bot-
tleneck when the backup replicas cannot serve requests. As the InfiniBand network band-
width increases at twice the speed (i.e., 100 Gbps/port in ConnectX-5 [24], 200 Gbps/port
in ConnectX-6 [26], and 400 Gbps/port in ConnectX-7 [25]), substantial requests simultane-
ously arrive at the primary replicas to wait for being served. However, the write bandwidth
is generally lower than the read bandwidth for different PMs, since the write operation needs
to modify the bit states in the underlying physical media of PM. As a result, the read requests
are blocked and the throughput decreases. Our backup-enabled read scheme efficiently al-
lows the coordinators to read data from backup replicas at in-place locations, thus alleviat-
ing the pressure on primary replicas to improve the overall throughput, as demonstrated in
Figures 16 and 18. Such benefit of load balancing applies to different types of PMs.

It is worth noting that PM is still an important type of memory device due to meeting necessary
requirements (e.g., fast persistence, byte addressability, large capacity, and ns-scale low latency)
for many important application scenarios, such as OLTP, DBs, file systems, and key-value stores.
The academia and industry continue to explore and exploit various forms of PMs to provide fast
and direct persistence. For example, CXL [15] opens new opportunities for byte-level persistence
based on NAND flash [43] and Nantero’s NRAM [23].

In summary, our work targets on the common features of different types of PM devices and
adapts to other types of PMs. As a memory device, PM still plays an important role in many fun-
damental application scenarios. Therefore, the impact of our work is not significantly affected.

8 RELATED WORK

8.1 Fast Dtxn Processing

Many systems have been proposed for efficient dtxn processing. Some designs leverage RDMA
to handle transactions [14, 30, 31, 46, 48, 60, 65, 81, 82]. Storm [60] proposes a transactional API
to operate remote data based on one-sided reads and write-based RPCs. HyperLoop [48] offloads
some computations to RNIC and requires the remote CPU to operate the metadata. Moreover, ap-
plication locality [10, 47, 56] is exploited to convert a dtxn to a local one, which however sacrifices
the generality. New transaction abstractions [85], replication protocols [93], and concurrency con-
trols [59, 79, 86, 92] are also proposed to improve the performance. Some works offload locking
and indexing to SmartNIC to accelerate dtxns [64]. All the preceding systems work on the mono-
lithic architecture, whereas our FORD focuses on the new disaggregated PM architecture and fully
leverages one-sided RDMA to process transactions.

8.2 Distributed PM

PM has been recently exploited in the distributed environments. These studies employ PM in a sym-
metric way, where each server in a cluster hosts the PM that can be accessed locally or remotely
by other servers. Some designs expose interfaces of file system [4, 57, 87, 88] and memory manage-
ment [67, 95]. Some studies provide optimization hints on system implementations when using
RDMA and PM [44, 83]. In general, the symmetric deployment supports fast local accesses but
suffers from poor resource scalability and coarse failure domain due to using monolithic servers.
Unlike these works, FORD provides transaction interfaces and deploys PM in the disaggregated
way to improve the scalability and failure isolation.

8.3 Disaggregated Memory

Disaggregated memory becomes popular in datacenters due to high resource utilization and
elasticity. Existing works explore memory disaggregation in hardware architectures [38, 54, 55],
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networks [32, 68], operating systems [66], key-value stores [75], hash indexes [96], data swap-
ping [3, 11, 36, 63], and memory management [1, 52, 58, 76, 78]. Our proposed FORD is orthogonal
to these systems to build a fast transaction processing system for the disaggregated PM.

9 CONCLUSION

Our paper proposed FORD, a fast distributed transaction processing system that fully leverages
one-sided RDMA for the the new disaggregated PM architecture. To accelerate transaction process-
ing, FORD explores and exploits the request batching and parallelization to eliminate extra locking
and validation round trips for the read-write set, and commit all remote replicas together in a sin-
gle round trip. Moreover, to efficiently utilize the remote PM, FORD enables the backup replicas to
serve read requests to balance loads and guarantees the remote persistency with low network over-
heads. By transferring the validations for the RO set from remote to local, FORD further reduces
the RDMA round trips to improve the performance. Experimental results demonstrate that FORD
significantly outperforms state-of-the-art systems in terms of transaction throughput and latency.
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